
Running out of storage space?
Stop fretting about storage space. 
Transcend's JetDrive SSD upgrade kit 
offers up to 960GB of storage capacity. 
Upgrading your Mac to a JetDrive SSD 
ensures you'll have plenty of space for 
all your favorite music, videos, and 
photos.

Supercharge your Mac
With file transfer performance that far 
exceeds stock SSDs, JetDrive SSDs 
provide both speed and stability. 
Whether you're browsing the internet, 
gaming, or running multiple applications 
simultaneously, JetDrive SSDs deliver the 
performance you need.

One deal. Double benefits.
The JetDrive comes with an additional 
external enclosure. This sturdy 
aluminum case is ready to house your 
original SSD for use as a new external 
drive. Thanks to its USB 3.1 Gen 1 
interface, waiting for transfers to 
complete becomes a thing of the past.

Introducing our new JetDrive SSD upgrade kit for the MacBook Air and MacBook Pro with Retina 
display. Complete with tools, instructions, and a slick aluminum USB 3.0 enclosure to house your 
original SSD, Transcend's JetDrive SSD upgrade kit allows you to both increase your storage space 

and boost the performance of your Mac®. Transcend's JetDrive SSDs are also backed by an 
industry-leading 5-year warranty.
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・Compatible with MacBook Pro Retina® 
13” (Late 2012 - Early 2013)

・SATA III 6Gb/s interface

・Up to 570 MB/s read; 460 MB/s write

・Installation tools included 

・Free download of the JetDrive Toolbox 
software

JetDrive Toolbox

Exclusively developed by Transcend, JetDrive 
Toolbox helps maintain a healthy and e�cient 
SSD by keeping it up-to-date, preventing 
functional degradation, and predicting problems 
before they happen. JetDrive Toolbox clearly 
displays drive information, S.M.A.R.T. status for 
possible drive failure, health indicators for 
estimated lifespan, and facilitates �rmware 
upgrades. It can also identify your Mac to quickly 
�nd out which of our Apple product suits your 
computer.

SpecificationsFeatures

SSD Upgrade Kits for Mac

JetDrive 720

Interface
Bus Interface SATA III 6Gb/s

Enclosure
Dimensions (Max.)

Weight (Max.)

Connection Interface

Operating Temperature

Operating Voltage

Warranty

110.9 mm x 37.2 mm x 10.8 mm (4.37" x 1.46" x 0.43")

65 g (2.29 oz)

USB 3.1 Gen 1

0°C (32°F) ~ 70°C (158°F)

5V

Two-year Limited Warranty

Storage
Flash Type

Capacity

MLC NAND flash

240GB / 480GB / 960GB

Operating Environment
Operating Temperature 0°C (32°F) ~ 70°C (158°F)

Performance
Read Speed (Max.)

Write Speed (Max.) 

Note

570 MB/s

460 MB/s

Speed may vary due to host hardware, software, usage, and
storage capacity.

240GB

480GB

960GB

TS240GJDM720

TS480GJDM720

TS960GJDM720

Ordering Information
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Product specifications are subject to change without notice. Pictures shown may differ from actual products. When used as a storage capacity unit, one terabyte (TB) = one 
trillion bytes. Total accessible capacity varies depending on operating environment.

Warranty
Certificate EAC

Warranty Five-year Limited Warranty


